There is no way out, there is no way back; Students protest Egyptian president's 30-year reign; New alcohol, drug policies pose stricter consequences; Undergrad grants allow for research Magellan Scholar; Egyptian protestors deserve US support; International intervention rarely works; Political gaffes bipartisan, international issue; Indie drama balances humor, characters with sensitive script; 'Tiny Furniture' makes most of small budget; young director debuts with tangible determination; 'Idol' gets new perspectives; Tyler, Lopez join popular show; lower entry age brings young talent; Celebrity lives exposed in books; Young starlets shine at SAG Awards; National Signing Day: What to expect; Waiting on Clowney; Scuffling Gamecocks head to Baton Rouge; Carolina squad looks to break two-game losing streak.
Actually this experiment is analogous to what is happening to each one of us everyday. How many false glass plates do you have in your mind? How many risks are you unable to take because you are afraid of the future? Explore new places and take new risks even when there is something blocking the way, because in most cases, this thing will only be present in your mind and not in the real world.

2knowmyself is not a simple article website nor it's a place where you will find shallow fixes, but it's a place where you will find effective techniques that are backed by psychology and that are presented in obvious and understandable format.
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